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Think like a detective

Look for clues, not the answer

Look for the page BEFORE the resource

Use your peripheral vision

Be prepared to wade through LOTS of results

Remember the 80:20 rule
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Stay focused

Separate essential from tangential

Know when to say “when”

Spend 25% of time post-processing (fight IAOTWFF)
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Search strategies

Know (and rank) your search criteria:

Format

Source

Timeliness

Reliability

Breadth/depth
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All the ways Google disappoints me
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Be wary of zero-click results

2/3 of all searches are mobile

We rely on Google for the one "best" answer

Google's Featured Snippets provide "authoritative" 

answer
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Forget those 233,000,000 results

Google won't show more than 400 results

"That’s hundreds of results and usually enough for deep 

research needs. You can enter a related query to refine 

your search and learn more."

Use tools to refine and filter so you get the best 400
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Use site: to dig deeper

Dig (somewhat) deeper in a resource
Find pages suppressed or not indexed by site

Difference relevance ranking = different results

Example:

site:gillfoundation.org covid
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Embrace Google’s brain

Google monitors your searches

feature AND bug
Expands search to find related info

Filters search to limit the parameters
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…and go private

Log out of your browser
And turn on Incognito/Private mode

Use a VPN to leave the country
Then use country-specific Google
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Professional search strategies

Search deep instead of broad
Indexing isn't what it used to be 

Instead, limit by sources most likely to have results
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Use professional services for grey lit

Deep web & grey lit is included in Factiva & ProQuest 

Dialog
Search by "source type"

Not comprehensive, but pointers to sites to search directly
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Make your results frictionless

Lead with the answer, not a description of the process

Distill, distill, distill

ASK your clients what's frictionless! 

"What will you be doing with the results of our research? How 

can I make it more useful for you?"



And finally…

Question your assumptions regularly
What can be retired? What needs to be added?

Question your value regularly
What do you need to be doing differently now?

Get comfortable living outside your comfort zone
It's easier to pivot when you're not rooted in place
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